
COMMUNITY MOBILITY COMMITTEE
GENERAL MEETING MINUTES

February 16, 2022

The meeting was called to order at 1:02 p.m. by the Chair, Liz Kramer. In attendance were voting
and non-voting committee members Aamna Anwer, Denis Beganovic, Matthew Bernstine,
Charles Bryson, Lisa Cagle, Bobbie Fernandes, Erin Godwin, Becca Gilberg, Kevin
Hahn-Petruso, Liz Kramer, Jacque Knight, Taylor March, Kaleena Menke, Sam McCrory,
Melissa Theiss, Patrick Van Der Tuin, Dawn Walter, Sheryll Williams, Matt Wycalkowski; city
officials Andrew Lackey of the Office on the Disabled, Grace Kyung of the Mayor’s Office,
Scott Ogilvie of the Planning and Urban Design Agency; and guests Theresa Dale, Adam Davis
of Bird, Allison Forms of Lime, Dana Gray, George Karnezis, Mahir Modgil of Bird, David
Sedbrook of Lime, and Danielle Spradley of the Office of Congresswoman Cori Bush.

The minutes from the January 19, 2022 meeting were approved as distributed.

General Reminders  and Ground Rules
● Liz Kramer welcomed all attendees to the meeting and reminded everyone of the purpose

of the Community Mobility Committee (CMC) as well as the rules of the meetings.

● The meeting was recorded for later viewing by absent committee members. The video
will not be posted online.

● City officials in attendance introduced themselves over the call. Committee members and
guests introduced themselves through the Zoom chat function.

Sharing Concerns

● Liz Kramer opened the floor to any attendees to share concerns:
o Sheryll Williams – The sidewalk is blocked in front of the Midtown Goodwill

(4140 Forest Park Avenue, between Sarah and Boyle) is blocked and there is no
signage at either intersection that mentions the closure. The blockage is so large
that it also covers the sidewalk easement. Pedestrians are being forced into the
street. Sheryll Williams has shared this concern with the Citizen Service Bureau
(CSB). A photo of the blockage was shared in the Zoom chat.

▪ This incident has been shared with the Department of Streets for
further investigation and enforcement.

o Kim Hayes, shared via email prior to meeting – Morganford could be a prime road
for bike and pedestrian infrastructure improvements since it cuts through South
City from the River des Peres to Tower Grove Park.

Update on Scooters – Adam Davis, Government Partnerships of BIRD, Mahir Modgil,
General Manager of BIRD, Allison Forms, Senior Operations Manager of Lime,  and David
Sedbrook of Lime



● Adam Davis shared a PowerPoint with the committee. During their presentation,
they and Mahir Modgil spoke on:

o BIRD’s multimodal vehicle fleet which includes the BirdZero, BirdOne,
BirdTwo, BirdThree, and BirdBike. BIRD started in St. Louis with
BirdZero. It is now using BirdTwo and BirdThree. BirdThree has a range of
35 miles, top speed of 15 mph, and a less than 5% damage rate due to
features such as skid detection, enhanced lighting, and anti-tip kick stands.

o BIRD’s mission of making the region more livable by reducing car usage,
traffic, and carbon emissions.

o how there are more than 315,000 unique riders in St. Louis who have ridden
more than 1.7 million miles.

o BIRD’s variety of fare options including community pricing, business credit
program, vaccine rides, and special fare programs.

o BIRD’s equity programs which includes text-to-unlock, alternative payment
options, equity zone pricing, and community pricing for qualified
low-income individuals, veterans, and senior citizens.

o the limitations placed on BIRD by the City of St. Louis. Currently, there is a
curfew that stops all rides downtown after 8pm. 62% of all prohibited trips
are between 8 and 11pm and an estimated 51% of prohibited trips would be
meaningful rides (a work commute or errand).

● Allison Forms shared a PowerPoint with the committee. During their presentation,
they spoke on:

o Lime’s ridership statistics. Since their entry into St. Louis, their scooters
have been used for over 1 million rides with almost 300,000 unique riders.
The average trip is .6 miles and eight minutes long. In 2021, 12,500 rides
occurred within the equity zones with most happening in Dutchtown and
Carr Square. Allison would be happy to speak with individuals familiar with
the equity zones to ensure bikes are in the best areas to help residents.

o how Lime is focusing on increasing the fleet within St. Louis as well as the
education of its riders. There is an in-app education feature to teach its riders
how to ride and park safely. Please email support@lime.me or
1-888-LIME-345 about safety or parking issues.

o a new program, Lime Hero, that will partner with nonprofits to better be of
use for underserved and low-income residents. All riders will have the
option to round uup their charges to fund Lime Hero.

o Lime’s advocacy for protected bike lanes to increase rider safety. In
response to numerous questions in the chat, Allison clarified that scooters
are not meant to be ridden on sidewalks.



● Dawn Walter asked via the chat function how BIRD estimated the number of
meaningful rides that were blocked from happening due to the 8pm curfew. Mahir
Modgil shared that the estimate was calculated through historical data of rides taken
prior to curfew implementation.

● Patrick Var Der Tuin asked via the chat function if both companies were meeting the
equity goals laid out by the City of St. Louis for distribution of devices. Mahir
Modgil confirmed that BIRD is compliant with the goals and explained that hitting
those goals is just the start. It is important that BIRD understands how residents from
target neighborhoods move and use the scooters, so they have access across the city
through programs such as discounts and proper scooter distribution. Allison Forms
confirmed that Lime is compliant with the goals but reiterated that Lime is open to
using different hotspots in the target neighborhoods to improve riders’ experience.
David Sedbrook explained the importance of having proper distribution citywide
because if a resident uses a scooter from the equity zones to Downtown, they will
likely need a scooter to return home. Adam Davis explained that the industry is still
new, so feedback is essential and appreciated to serve St. Louis in the best capacity.

● Kevin Hahn-Petruso asked for clarification about when the curfew was implemented
in the City of St. Louis and why. Mahir Modgil explained that the curfew began early
last summer due to unsafe usage by a number of riders. A curfew is just one of
BIRD’s suggestions to improve safety though. They are working with the city to
identify the best policies to implement.

● Kevin Hahn-Petruso asked if Lime or BIRD have connected to Metro Transit about
placing scooters at transit hubs. Allison Forms explained that there were some
discussions last year, but nothing has manifested.

● Sam McCrory asked if data is kept on when and how people are injured on a ride.
Allison Forms confirmed that Lime does track when riders self-report accidents or
injuries.

● Jacque Knight and Dana Gray asked via the chat function why e-bikes were removed
from St. Louis and if either company is considering providing e-bikes once again.
Dana Gray shared concerns that scooters do not satisfy the goal of active
transportation in the same way as scooter. Allison Forms was not in current role
when Lime switched away from e-bikes happened in St. Louis but believes that the
switch happened due to excessive vandalism. Adam Davis clarified that BIRD never
had e-bikes in St. Louis but they would be open to exploring that option. Jacque



Knight recommended that e-bikes return to St. Louis as they are a more powerful
mobility tool than scooters.

● Charles Bryson asked about the average age of rider. They shared concerns about
elderly residents using scooters. David Sedbrook and Adam Davis responded that the
average rider tends to be younger than 40 (they did not have an exact age to share)
and expressed that safety and perception of safety is a big concern for Lime and
BIRD.

● Kevin Hahn-Petruso asked via the chat function if either company offers free rides
for Election Days including local elections. Adam Davis responded that BIRD does.

● Taylor March asked if either company plans to advocate for larger infrastructure
improvements such as protected bike lanes and greenways as they benefit from such
projects. Adam Davis and Mahir Modgil confirmed that BIRD is open to such
conversations and has done so in other cities. Adam Davis went on to explain that
the city has a dashboard in which they can see rider travel paths. Other cities have
utilized the dashboards to determine the best routes for infrastructure improvements
and how to prioritize such projects.

● Becca Gilberg asked via the chat function if either company has explored the idea of
scooter parking zones. Mahir Modgil explained that there is a different process to
setting up a parking zone for private and public property. BIRD is open to exploring
scooter parking zones in St. Louis and has done so in other cities. Allison Forms
confirmed that Lime is also open to scooter parking zones. Right now, they use
geofencing, so riders are forced to park in certain areas such as bike racks on the
campus of Washington University. Becca Gilberg expressed concern that the
geofencing is not working on Washington University’s campus as she sees scooters
left all over campus.

o Sam McCrory asked via the chat function if either company could provide a
map where scooters are geo-fenced for lower speeds. Mahir Modgil
explained that anyone can open the BIRD app and see the geofencing areas
outlined in red.

● Sheryll Williams asked if the City of St. Louis is continuing to receive payments as
part of Lime and Bird’s contracts to operate. Allison Forms explained that the City
received a base payment when both companies started in the city and continues to
receive additional payments based on the number of riders and rides.



● Kevin Hahn-Petruso asked via the chat function what is the best way to share news
of the discount programs for those who may qualify. Mahir Modgil explained that
anyone can reach out hello@bird.co with questions. An individual is also welcomed
to send proof of low income to that same email address to start receiving said
discount.

o Bird: Feel free to share this article - it's the best source of information about
our discount programs and community pricing program

o Lime: Current Lime Ride Passes - $9.99 - 1 hour, $11.99 for 24 hours, $25.99
for 3 days. Lime Prime can be purchased for $5.99/month and this will give
you $0 unlock fees for the month. Great option for frequent riders. And then
preloading $ into your account also gives you credits

● Due to time constraints, not all questions were answered by the representatives of
Lime and BIRD. The following questions asked via the chat function require
follow-up:

o Becca Gilberg asked what a person can do if they need to move a scooter
quickly without paying. E.g., if a scooter is brought into a building instead of
being parked outside.

▪ To notify Bird: There are three options to notify Bird about an
improperly parked scooter: you can email hello@bird.co, call +1
(866) 205-2442, or use Community Mode through the Bird app

▪ To notify Lime:   You can go into the help section of our app, click on
Improper or Illegal parking and then scan the qr code. This will be
sent to our local team. If app not available, our customer service line
is 1-888-LIME-345 or can email to support@li.me

o Becca Gilberg asked what can be done to address scooters not parked in
designated locations.

▪ Bird: We continuously use our app and software to educate riders on
proper parking etiquette. That being said, if there are certain problem
areas, I am happy to have the local team address those areas and visit
them more frequently

▪ Lime: Same answer as above. If this is within the mandatory parking
zone, the city or University can contact me personally to look into the
issue and address possible gps drift

o Becca Gilberg asked if Bird is operating in UCity near WashU/on campus.
They are getting through the Geofence and coming onto campus.

▪ Bird: Bird does not operate in University City or on WashU campus.
If vehicles end up in the city or university, they will not be able to
accelerate because they are out of our service area.

https://www.bird.co/blog/need-know-bird-expanded-community-pricing-program/


o George Karnezis asked for recommendations on how to carry items while
scooting such as groceries. Is either company exploring adding a basket to
their scooters to help with that need?

▪ Bird: * The current vehicle in St. Louis, Bird Three, is the
best-in-class vehicle. Our R&D team is always working on adding
improvements to our vehicles so will be sure to pass this feedback
their way.

▪ Lime: Certain markets in the country are testing baskets and even
seats.

o Taylor March asked if scooters are being delivered north of the equity zones.
On the map shared during BIRD’s presentation, it appears as if no bikes are
placed north of Natural Bridge Avenue.

o Following the meeting, Bird and Lime also addressed the question “Is it
possible to create an age restriction on who can use scooters during the
curfew to make it possible for adults making essential trips to utilize the
scooters while restricting youth riders (during curfew downtown)?”

▪ Lime: Regarding the age restriction, we have an id scan that can be
integrated into the Lime app that would prevent underage riding. This
solution was sent to the city as a possible solution rather than having a
curfew that prevented all riding.

● Adam Davis and Allison Forms shared their contact information in the chat
(adam.davis@bird.co and allison.forms@li.me) and encouraged anyone with
concerns or recommendations for improvement to contact them.

Highlights from the Infrastructure Bill for Mobility in St. Louis
● Jacque Knight reported briefly on how funding from the federal government is distributed

to the region. Currently, funding is distributed by the East-West Gateway Council (EWG) to
projects throughout the region based on proposals submitted by municipalities and
agencies. Two projects prioritized by the EWG, the improvement of West Florissant
Avenue and the northern segment of the Brickline Greenway, received funding through the
U.S. Department of Transportation’s Rebuilding American Infrastructure with
Sustainability and Equity (RAISE) grants. RAISE received $1.5 billion in grant funds due
to the Rebuilding American Infrastructure bill passed in November. RAISE’s plan is to
distribute $200 million annually directly to cities and counties. This funding method is
different than in past as before funding would be distributed to states and then passed along
to cities and counties by state agencies. RAISE will prioritize funding for areas with Vision
Zero plans in place.

● Liz Kramer assured the committee that funding will continue to be discussed as the
opportunities arise to do so.



CMC & Education: Interests
● Liz Kramer reported that there has been some interest in forming a new subcommittee

focused on education projects to address a variety of safety, enforcement, and transportation
issues impacting St. Louis walkers, bikers, drivers, and more. A survey will be sent out to
all CMC members following the general meeting asking for their feedback on the priorities
of said subcommittee.

Subcommittee Updates
● Kevin Hahn-Petruso shared that the Traffic Calming Committee is working on creating a

traffic calming guide for neighborhoods. The hope is to share it at a later date with the full
committee.

● Sam McCrory shared that the Open Streets & Parklet Committee is working on accessing
the city’s role in parklets as well as gauging interest among organizations and
neighborhoods for open street events.

● Charles Bryson shared that the Engagement Subcommittee is continuing to focus on the
CMC blog as well as finding ways to engage and recruit residents such as attending
neighborhood meetings.

Other Business
● Liz Kramer shared that the time of the CMC General Meeting will likely change as it is

now conflicting with a multi-departmental city meeting. The new time will be shared by
email with the committee once it is confirmed.

● Sam McCrory shared Trailnet’s 2021 Crash Report with the committee.

● Patrick Van Der Tuin reminded the committee via the chat function that the Board of
Alderman will be voting on Resolution 178 this Friday. The resolution would remove the
ability of alderman to be able to vote while driving and using video calls while in meetings.

There being no further business, the meeting was concluded at 2:02pm.


